
State of Iowa Youth Advisory Council
Agenda for Biweekly Conference Call

Sunday, May 15, 2022
8:00PM – 9:00PM - All Members – Statewide

Zoom: https://us02web.zoom.us/j/88519645233#success
Meeting ID: 885 1964 5233 | Dial-in Number: +13126266799

Present: A. King, A. Jayaram, B. Koumondji, E. Johnson, H. Dillehay, J. Piazza, K. Jones, K. Hesselink,
K. Castillo, L. Glenn, P. Bassuk, R. Roach, S. Polking, T. Giesemann, T. Voeller, V. Adovor

Absent: L. Roarick, M. Malek, S. Koh

1. Welcome & Roll Call

J. Piazza welcomes everyone to the call

B. Deason takes attendance

J. Piazza asks for a motion to approve meeting minutes from 4/24/2022.

Motion to approve minutes by A. Jayaram, seconded by P. Bassuk.

Voted in favor to pass the 4/24 meeting minutes by all present.

2. Guest Speaker: Aarushi Gupta

J. Piazza introduces guest speaker, Aarushi Gupta.

Gupta talks about her work at Iowa SLI (Student Learning Institute). She describes SLI

as student based and organized. She discussed their participation in the legislative

session. Gupta talks about an event the institute hosted called Rise. This event

happened at the Waukee Apex Center and allowed students to join together to learn

how they can use their voice and be involved in legislation. Gupta also talked about the

event called Rally, which brough students to the Capitol to talk directly to legislators. SLI

also has a legislative prep day. Gupta discussed the importance of bipartisan work. She

also discussed a virtual round table about the book bannings that SLI put on. Gupta also

talked about a summit on youth voice that SLI is hosting in June where speakers will talk
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about their experiences with youth voice and educate others on resources. Gupta

shares that SLI has many speaking opportunities available to youth.

Gupta opens for Q&A.

No questions.

3. Discussion & Updates

J. Piazza moves for chair updates.

Service: K. Hesselink has no updates but encourages members to complete the service

project form.

Legislative: P. Bassuk updates that the legislator has gone past session.

IDEA (Inclusivity, Diversity, Equity, and Accessibility): R. Roach has no updates.

Public Affairs: S. Polking updates on the first recruitment team meeting and will be

presenting about SIYAC to her school's government class.

J. Piazza moves to committee updates.

Health: L. Glenn: No updates.

Education: P. Bassuk has no updates.

Service: K. Hesselink has no updates.

Environmental: R. Roach has no updates but shared about the recent legislation on E15

gas pumps being required in the state. Roach shares that this fuel has major

environmental effects, as it creates heavy smog and burns quickly. V. Adovor ask Roach

if this fuel is available to everyone and if it is better than super unleaded. Roach

responds that she feels it is not because of the environmental effects and the fact that it

burns quickly. P. Bassuk commends Roach about informing SIYAC and discusses how

ethanol is marketed as “green”, which is misleading. S. Polking talks about how she

attended a discussion with her local representative that stated the bill will cost majorly.

Racial Equity: B. Koumondiji & V. Adovor have no updates.

J. Piazza moves to IYC & DHR updates.



IYC- No representative present, no updates.

DHR: B. Deason updates that the recruitment team met for the first time, encouraged

members up for another term to reapply, and ask members to share out about SIYAC.

4. Unfinished Business

J. Piazza moves to overviewing the plans about the State of the Youth report and moves

to go over surveys from committees for voting.

L. Glenn discusses Mental/Emotional Health Survey which included topics around demographics.

J piazza ask if there are more specific areas, topics, or questions the health committee wants to ask.

Glenn responds that there are so many areas that making specific questions would allow everyone to

answer, keeping it broad. Piazza ask what they are trying to inform. Glenn responds about the shortage of

therapist and that questions on the topic were added to see if youth felt they had access to those

resources

Piazza opens for questions

Piazza ask if there are more surveys. Glenn said that they did not but were looking at physical and

availability of services

Piazza moves to education

Bassuk discusses topics: retention, educational structures/practices, and discipline. They

state it may be more powerful if retention and discipline were in the same survey

as they would be about school climate. Also talked about expanding educational

structures/practices to include technology and access. They provide examples of

questions on each survey.

Piazza moves to service.

Hesselink does youth voice and involvement. Talks about how they planned to tie the

survey to the data found through YPAR. Gives examples of survey questions. Barriers to youth

involvement and services

Piazza moves to environmental



Roach has no survey available as she was not present

Piazza moves to racial equity

Adovor states that their survey was deleted/lost and shares notes. Topics will include

racial training and racism in schools. States that it will be more of an awareness campaign

and ask if schools are doing enough. Gave examples of questions posed. Questions are

modeled after the podcast.

J. Piazza overviews the surveys again & opens for discussion.

Bussak ask for clarification on survey numbers. Piazza states that he recommended

three to keep things manageable but opened to four surveys.

Bassuk discussed with T. Geisemann and K. Hesselink to combine the education surveys,

simplifying questions.

Polking posses adding racially equity questions in the other surveys as they can be closely related.

Bassuk says they like that idea and that they have a concern about having too many

surveys and people not taking them.

Voeller likes that its being done this way.

Piazza ask for a motion to approve all three surveys.

Motion to vote by R. Roach, seconded by V. Adovor

Voted in favor to approve all surveys by all present.

5. New Business

None

6. Good of the Order

None

7. Public Comments

None

8. Meeting Adjourn

Motion to adjourn by V. Adovor, seconded by T. Geismann.



Meeting adjourned at 9:05 PM

*Next conference call is Sunday, June 5, 2022 @ 8:00 p.m
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